®
CONTRACT MANAGEMENT

CONTRACT MANAGEMENT WITH
SHAREPOINT & OFFICE 365
Shareflex Contract lets you keep track of
your contracts anytime, anywhere. Whether
customized or ready2go, on-premises or
online — we will find the right solution for
your processes.
User-friendly, safe and efficient.

®
CONTRACT MANAGEMENT

MANAGING CONTRACTS WITH SHAREPOINT? YES, OF COURSE!
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MANAGING CONTRACTS WITH SHAREPOINT? YES, OF COURSE!

KEEP YOUR CONTRACTS SAFE AND IN ORDER –
COMPANY-WIDE AND INDUSTRY-NEUTRAL
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WHAT BENEFITS DO SHAREPOINT AND SHAREFLEX PROVIDE
FOR YOUR COMPANY?
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Companies conclude contracts with customers, suppliers, employees, real estate
companies, affiliated companies and many other business partners. Contracts
are the foundation of every business relationship. Contracts are concluded in all
areas of a company and it becomes more and more complex to keep track of all
contract documents, agreements, terms and deadlines as the number of contracts increases.
SharePoint offers an ideal platform for contract management, since collaboration, central data storage, as well as integrated document management - including version management and full text - are already available in the standard version. Shareflex Contract enables you to manage contracts securely and efficiently
throughout their entire life cycle. The application is operated via a user-friendly
interface.
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®
CONTRACT MANAGEMENT

The most important features at a glance

KEEP YOUR CONTRACTS SAFE AND IN ORDER
– COMPANY-WIDE AND INDUSTRY-NEUTRAL

CONTRACT CREATION

Shareflex Contract helps your company to keep your contracts in order and secure, regardless of the industry you are in. With Shareflex Contract and the integrated modules, contracts can be managed securely and efficiently over the
entire life cycle.

STANDARD APPLICATION

CONTRACT
MANAGEMENT

®

ARCHIVING

PROCESSES &
WORKFLOWS

CONTRACT MANAGEMENT

Shareflex Contract is a preconfigured standard application for professional contract management. Eight different contract types are already included in the
product standard. The system is available in German and English.
The solution is deployed in minutes and integrates seamlessly with your existing SharePoint infrastructure. As a result, there is no need to operate additional
servers or other IT infrastructure components.
Shareflex Contract is based on Shareflex, the "Business Application Platform" by
Portal Systems and can therefore be easily and quickly extended by other components such as business, audit, innovation, investment or quality management.

REPORTING

INTEGRATION

Understanding processes. Finding solutions.
4
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®
CONTRACT MANAGEMENT

®

EXTENSIONS

WHAT BENEFITS DO SHAREPOINT AND SHAREFLEX® PROVIDE FOR YOUR COMPANY?
As you have read so far, SharePoint is most likely an integral part of your IT strategy: Either as a locally operated SharePoint Server 2016/2019 or in the cloud, as
part of an Office 365 subscription, where SharePoint
Online serves as a central repository for all stored
data and documents, e.g. for OneDrive and teams. But
SharePoint can do much more!
IN THE BEGINNING THERE WAS THE INTRANET
Companies and organizations use SharePoint for various scenarios: Very often, the first step is to set up an
intranet in order to create a central location for the
provision and distribution of information - with telephone directories, news and announcements, company departments and employee profiles.
This is often followed by extending its use to project-related document storage in order to promote team collaboration. Even simple form-based processes, such
as vacation or travel requests, are often controlled via
SharePoint. Equally widespread is the creation of wikis,
which provide access to information and knowledge
for a large number of intranet users.
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WAYS OUT OF THE COMPLEXITY TRAP
However, many SharePoint implementations get stuck
at this stage. This is often due to the relatively high
complexity of SharePoint, a lack of user acceptance in
the departments concerned, or a combination of both.
Yet, SharePoint has a high potential. Correctly configured and used, SharePoint is an extremely stable and
flexible platform on which, in addition to the applications described above, business processes can also be
mapped at team, departmental and company level.

CONTRACT MANAGEMENT

Notiﬁcations

®
INVOICE MANAGEMENT

®

In combination with Office 365 and Microsoft Content
Services, this creates a modern, digital workplace with
applications from a single source. As a result, SharePoint becomes a highly efficient business process platform.

®

Flow

BUSINESS APPLICATION PLATFORM

QUALITY DOCUMENTS

Rules

®

A MODERN DIGITAL WORKPLACE WITH SHAREFLEX®
This significantly reduces complexity, the user interfaces are designed in a uniform and user-friendly way and
background processes are automated. And if required,
a whole range of ready-made, preconfigured business
applications are already available.

Forms

* Archive
* DocGen
* Reports
* Outlook
* ERP
* Viewer
* PDFGen
* Process

Permissions

QUALIT Y AUDIT

Provisioning

®
T E M P L AT E S

The Shareflex „solution engine” including key components, solutions und extensions
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®
CONTRACT MANAGEMENT

SHAREFLEX® IS THE LEADING PLATFORM FOR
SHAREPOINT-BASED BUSINESS APPLICATIONS.
Shareflex and solutions based on it are currently (as
of January 2020) already in use at more than 300
companies in a variety of industries — from a medium-sized shipping company to a company listed on
the German DAX exchange.
Our customers very often pursue a “dual-platform”
strategy, with SharePoint being used as a platform
for many (or even all) non-ERP business applications
and processes in addition to SAP or Microsoft Dynamics as the company-wide ERP system.

This makes Shareflex an elemental building block for most
customers implementing their own SharePoint strategy.
As a platform for business processes, Shareflex helps companies to significantly reduce the complexity of SharePoint
and to quickly and easily provide highly functional, integrated and user-friendly business applications - with no programming (no code) and based on standard products.
In addition, Shareflex offers ready-made solutions for various
specialist applications, such as DMS, contract, quality, audit
and incoming invoice management as well as for personnel
files and supporting processes.
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All business applications provided on the Shareflex platform
are thus based on the same “solution engine” (see Chart on
page 7), have an identical look and feel and can be installed
in each department with little training required.
Technically, Shareflex is based entirely on the standard version of SharePoint, both on-premises and in Office 365 /
SharePoint Online environments.
In the following chapters we introduce you to the individual
components of the contract management Shareflex Contract based on the Shareflex Platform.
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®
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WEB-BASED, USER-FRIENDLY INTERFACES
By default, the Shareflex Contract solution provides a user-friendly
interface optimised for SharePoint. This is where all the information
and documents assigned to the contracts to be managed are clearly
arranged and can be easily understood.
Thus the contract management is easy to use and requires no extensive training.
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®
CONTRACT MANAGEMENT

Deadline for notice and period of notice
DEADLINES, DATES AND NOTIFICATIONS
You can easily and conveniently enter and manage
contract periods, dates and resubmissions with
Shareflex Contract. Being an integral part of
the solution, the automatic period of notice and
cancellation key date calculation supports the user in
key date calculations. The graphic representation of
the contract term and notice period is an excellent
supplement to the date specifications.
Standard deadlines for the contract, as well as
individual deadlines, can be captured. The integrated
notification system informs by email about deadlines
or tasks in due time. Furthermore, you can enter
additional tasks for the contract manually and / or
based on rules, so that deadlines during the year can
also be managed by the system. If required, these
tasks can also be synchronized with Outlook tasks via
SharePoint.
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CONTRACT MANAGEMENT

FLEXIBILITY AND EXPANDABILITY
You can customize the contract types delivered with
the basis system to suit your business requirements at
any time, or enhance your contract management with
additional contract types.
The integrated form designer helps you to customize
the user interface. Similarly, authorisations can be assigned easily and flexibly by compartment administrators with an integrated authorisation editor. Simple
roles and rules or even complex authorisation structures can thus be mapped.

The form designer

All changes to contract management, the user interface, authorisation rules and background processes
are carried out during operation. This gives you maximum flexibility and allows you to adapt global systems
to your business requirements without downtime of
the SharePoint Farm. Thus, the system evolves in sync
with your requirements.

CONTRACT IS REPLACED BY ANOTHER CONTRACT
A certain contract (e.g. leasing contract) is terminated or expires (fixed-term contract) and is replaced by a new
contract (e.g. subsequent leasing contract).

CONTRACT BELONGS TO ANOTHER CONTRACT
A certain contract (e.g. service contract) is concluded, but another contract is also legally valid in its context (e.g.
confidentiality agreement).

THE CONTRACT IS SUBORDINATE TO ANOTHER CONTRACT
A certain contract acts as a clamp or framework agreement (e.g. cell phone framework contract) and defines
basic clauses once and for all. Corresponding sub-contracts refer to this framework agreement and define the
concrete details (e.g. concrete individual cell phone contract).
You can assign one or more relationships to each contract managed with Shareflex Contract. The relationship
is always established fully automatically and bidirectionally.

CONTRACTUAL RELATIONS
Shareflex Contract offers the possibility to manage
different relationships between contracts transparently. There are many different use cases for contractual relationships. The three main applications are as
follows:
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CONTRACT MANAGEMENT

ECONOMIC EFFICIENCY
With Shareflex Contract you will always have complete control over all your contracts. And this company-wide.

OUTLOOK INTEGRATION

Shareflex Contract manages not only the actual contract documents, but also
deadlines, dates, notes, contract risks, payments and payment plans as well as
resubmissions.

Shareflex Contract integrates seamlessly into Outlook through
the user-friendly sidebar Shareflex Outlook.

Through our integration components we create an optimal use of your existing
IT infrastructure and thus avoid redundancies or double acquisitions. You can expect a fast ROI with Shareflex Contract. That's a promise!

ERP INTEGRATIONS /ARCHIVING

Contract files and their contents can thus be researched and
displayed directly in Outlook. Emails and their attachments as
well as documents from the file server can easily be assigned to
the respective contract file via "drag & drop" in Outlook.
Furthermore, it is possible to forward contract documents directly
through Shareflex Outlook by email. The contract management
users thus always remain in their familiar working environment.

Shareflex Contract integrates seamlessly into your SharePoint 2013 and 2016 as
well as Office 365/cloud environment. Master and transaction data can be easily
and securely compared with your ERP, financial accounting or merchandise management systems (SAP, Microsoft Dynamics and others).
You already have an ECM, DMS or archive system in use? No problem, our solution integrates directly into your existing infrastructure, where it stores all contract documents in a audit-proof manner. And if no archiving system is available,
the contract documents and their meta data can also be stored directly in the
Shareflex Contract archive. In any case, we ensure that the contract documents
are stored in a audit-proof manner.
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Outlook integration
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®

FEATURES: SHAREFLEX® CONTRACT

CONTRACT MANAGEMENT

REPORTING
Shareflex Contract offers extensive
reports and analyses. 18 standard reports are delivered through an additional module. These reports can be
individually adapted to your needs at
any time.
New reports and analyses can also be
added to the system.

AUTOMATIC CREATION OF CONTRACT DOCUMENTS
Through an additional module, Shareflex Contract offers the possibility to automatically create documents from templates. The content to be created can be directly imported from the meta data of the contract file, from stored text modules or from data from
third-party systems. Interfaces to ERP systems such as SAP or Microsoft Dynamics are
provided, as well as the option of connecting any external databases.
Furthermore, contract documents can be scanned and directly assigned to a master
agreement. Just as your business processes require.

WORKFLOW
In the standard version, Shareflex Contract offers a simple rule editor to map release
and approval processes and to configure them flexibly. The workflow masks have the
same look and feel as the contract management, which means that no further training is required for workflow processing. Of course, standard SharePoint workflows or
workflow products such as Nintex or K2 can also be used to automate individual contract processes.
Diagram display
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CONTRACT CREATION

CONTRACT MANAGEMENT

User-friendly interface
Convenient contract capture
Scanning and recognition
Integration of Microsoft Office templates
Automatic contract creation from meta data,
external databases/ERP systems
D Optional use of text modules/boiler plates

D
D
D
D
D
D
D
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PROCESSES & WORKFLOWS
D Integrated workflow management system
D Graphic workflow designer
D Freely configurable contract release and
approval processes
D Automatic update of the key dates of cancellation

REPORTING
D
D
D
D
D

Lists, groupings, sums
Graphical views and diagrams
Excel export
18 predefined standard reports
Individual customization with report wizard
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Dates and deadlines
Email notification
Automatic key date calculation
Creation of contractual relationships
Flexible search via meta data and full text
Integrated document management
Permission management
Business partner management

CONTACT
Lialis B.V.
Onno van Paridon
Phone +31 629 075165
onno@lialis.com

INTEGRATION
D
D
D
D

Contract files in Outlook
ERP integration (SAP, Microsoft Dynamics, ...)
Master data adjustment
Integration of third-party systems via web
services

ARCHIVING
D Audit-proof archiving
D Connection to storage systems (NetApp,
EMC, ...)
D Integration of existing ECM/DMS systems
(d.3ecm, Saperion, easy, ...)
D Manual and rule-based archiving
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WOULD YOU LIKE TO LEARN MORE ABOUT
OUR FLEXIBLE BUSINESS APPLICATIONS FOR
MICROSOFT SHAREPOINT & OFFICE 365?
Contact us:
Lialis B.V.
Oude Bennekomseweg 1A
6717 LM EDE
Netherlands
phone +31 629 075165
onno@lialis.com
www.lialis.com
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